Introduction
The current period of molecular biology and genetics is dominated by large-scale genomic sequencing projects that have already produced the nucleotide-by-nucleotide entire genomes of several bacteria, as well as large contigs of several other model organisms. While there are still many challenging problems with respect to the requisite technology of data acquisition, the focus of research is increasingly shifting to data interpretation. The initial task in this context is annotation of the genomic sequences with respect to their constituent genes and control elements. Several pertinent algorithms have been developed in the last few years and are widely used. The promises and unsolved problems with these approaches have recently been reviewed (Burset and Guigó, 1996; Fickett, 1996; Claverie, 1997) . The advantage of these methods is that they give fast and automatic sequence annotations, although a price is paid in terms of reliability. Experimentally determined splicing patterns do not seem to be universally recoverable by optimization of a single scoring function. Furthermore, scoring functions and gene models used in these methods are mostly specific to human or a few other well-studied model organisms and do not apply to other species.
We developed GeneGenerator because of the need for a tool to predict gene structure in maize without knowing in advance how to score potential exons and introns in order to obtain the best results. We therefore focused on maximum flexibility of the basic algorithm. Given a certain genome segment thought to contain a gene, our algorithm produces a set of alternative gene predictions that differ in the assignment of splice junctions. The alternative structures are selected consistent with a number of constraints, the precise specifications of which are at the option of the user. GeneGenerator can list all possible structures satisfying these constraints if the constraints are sufficiently selective or if the considered sequence is relatively short. Mostly, however, the number of potential gene structures becomes very large due to combinatorial explosion of splice site pairing alternatives. Therefore, many structures that are probably incorrect must be ruled out during the run time of the algorithm. GeneGenerator flexibility includes incorporation of user-defined selection criteria as to which structures to retain. In particular, special implementations of such criteria render the GeneGenerator algorithm equivalent to those of Gelfand and Roytberg (1993) , Gelfand et al. (1996) or Wu (1996) .
While the Gene Generator algorithm can accommodate implementations specific to any particular organisms, here we discuss only applications to maize genes. Splicing in plants is, in many respects, similar to splicing in yeast or animals, but there are also prominent differences (reviewed in Luehrsen et al., 1994; Brown, 1996; Simpson and Filipowicz, 1996) . Notably, plant introns are typically of lengths commensurate with the lengths of exons, and very long introns, as occurring in vertebrate genes, appear to be absent. Plant introns are generally U-rich compared to the flanking exons, and this compositional contrast is instrumental in splice site selection and splicing efficiency. The compositional contrast has proved helpful for accurate splice site prediction from sequence inspection (Hebsgaard et al., 1996; Kleffe et al., 1996a) . Making appropriate use of these plant-specific properties was the main motivation for the development of GeneGenerator. Together with many useful functions of the DNASTAT package (Kleffe et al., 1995) , GeneGenerator forms a toolbox for further development of gene prediction algorithms.
Algorithm
Our gene structure prediction algorithm is similar to those published by Gelfand and Roytberg (1993) , Gelfand et al. (1996) and Wu (1996) , but the details differ. An input sequence is scanned for start codons, stop codons and potential splice sites. At each such site, a current list of partial gene structures is updated according to constraints on the quality of the newly generated exons and introns. For the purpose of this discussion, exons refer to the translated parts of exon sequences only, and genes refer to the part of the pre-mRNA from the translation start codon to the stop codon.
Derivation of gene structures
Genes are represented by strings of exon coordinates in the GenBank CDS line format, called CDS strings. In particular, an initiator codon at sequence positions x to x + 2 is represented by '(x,', an exon extending from positions x to y is represented by 'x..y', introns are represented by ',' and a stop codon at positions y -2 to y is represented by 'y)'. For example, '(x 1 ..y 1 ,x 2 ..y 2 ,x 3 ..y 3 )' describes a complete gene with three exons. CDS strings encode gene products that are free of internal in-frame stop codons.
Our algorithm is a simple application of input-driven string expansion rules. It scans the input sequence from the 5′-end to 3′-end. At each stage of the scanning, the currently assembled CDS strings are grouped into seven subsets. Strings ending in 'x.' are called exon structures and denote potential incomplete genes that end with an exon starting at position x. The exon structures are categorized into three subsets E p , where p is the reading frame in position x, i.e. p = 1, 2 or 3 if x is the first, second or third position of a codon, respectively. Strings ending in 'y,' are called intron structures, and denote potential genes that end with an exon/intron boundary at position y/y + 1. The intron structures are categorized into three subsets I p , where p is the phase of position y + 1 if coding continued into the intron. In other words, p is the phase the next exon has to begin with. Strings ending in 'y)' denote 3′-terminal complete genes ending in an in-frame stop codon at positions y -2 to y. These strings form the set of terminal structures T.
Assume that lists of these strings have been compiled up to a certain position in the sequence. As scanning continues, the lists are updated according to the following expansion rules:
Input
Parent string ending in
Progeny string ending in a
Conditions
AG at x -2,x -1 y,
The prefixes of the strings remain unchanged.
Note that the restriction to structures free of internal stop codons allows elimination of the parent string in E p upon the occurrence of a stop codon and application of the fourth rule above.
We will restrict our discussion to the simplest version of GeneGenerator that is restricted to finding complete single genes represented by start and stop codon-delimited CDS strings. In this case, new CDS strings would only be opened according to the third rule in the above table at AUG locations in the sequence. More generally, the algorithm can easily encompass the presence of 5′-or 3′-terminal incomplete genes for which the start or stop codon, or both, are assumed to occur beyond the bounds of the input sequence. These cases are accommodated by initializing the exon and intron phase p sets E p and I p with the strings '.'and ',', respectively, and lead to strings of the form '.y 1 ,x 2 ..y 2 ,x 3 ..y 3 )' or ',x 2 ..y 2 ,x 3 ..y 3 ,x 4 .', for example, indicating that the sequence is considered to start within an exon in the first case or to start within an intron in the second. 
Constraints on CDS structures
Note that the described algorithm generates all possible intron-exon structures for a given sequence. Because the number of these structures grows exponentially with sequence length, the algorithm incorporates selection criteria that, at each stage in the parsing, limit the string sets to subsets of qualifying structures. These constraints are supplied by means of control functions. The functions DonorQuality and AcceptorQuality determine at each GU or AG dinucleotide whether this site is considered a potential splice site. String expansion takes place if these functions return 'true'. In the simplest case, these functions may be designed to look up lists of pre-estimated splice sites produced by any other program. Another pair of control functions, StartQuality and StopQuality, determine which AUG and stop sites in the sequence are considered possible signals. These four functions comprise first-level control functions. Their decision rules are based on local sequence properties not considering interaction of a site with some particular gene structure. In addition, the functions ExonQuality and IntronQuality discriminate potential exons and introns. These are second-level control functions which determine for each individual CDS string whether rewriting takes place. In these functions, sequence sections can be evaluated based on both local and global sequence properties. Another second-level control function, TerminalQuality, triggers closing of an exon structure by a stop codon and moving it into the set of terminal structures or, alternatively, discarding the structure. Because each structure is completely represented by its CDS string, the decision rules in all second-level control functions may be based upon the complete gene structure assembled up to the current potential sequence junction. Figure 1 shows the basic flow chart of the complete singlegene version of the GeneGenerator algorithm. Also shown is the logical placement of the only third-level control function, ReduceStructures. This function is invoked if one of the seven sets E p , I p or T has reached a predefined maximum size, whereupon it removes the most unfavorable structures to make space in memory for new ones. In our applications, this function is designed to calculate a target function evaluated over each assembled gene structure and to keep only some number of the highest scoring structures. However, the algorithm also allows external selection of favorable structures at this stage in the gene assembly process. For example, comparing the considered sequence with libraries of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and cDNAs very likely results in a set of exon fragments one may wish to be part of the predicted gene structure. This is done by rejecting all potential splice sites inside such exon fragments and also all introns which overlap these fragments. Preliminary experimental data, such as data from exon trapping or transcript mapping, may be incorporated in similar ways.
Dynamic programming
A special case of the GeneGenerator algorithm obtains if the objective is to maximize additive target functions. The first class of such functions is formed by functions that are additive on the nucleotide level, i.e. sums of scores calculated over all nucleotides of a given sequence. The second class is formed by functions which are additive on the segmental level, i.e. sums of scores calculated over all exons and introns of a given sequence. The latter functions are more general in that they allow the user to combine different segmental measures like splice site strength, length and sequence composition in non-additive ways [see Wu (1996) for a detailed discussion]. These target functions are maximized by a corresponding implementation of the function ReduceStructures. By construction, all partial structures currently held in one of the sets E p or I p and sharing the same last splice site may be continued by further introns and exons in the same way. It is, therefore, sufficient to store the best, or the best k structures for each of these subsets. Unfortunately, the number of these subsets grows with sequence length so that the algorithm may require quadratic time unless the control functions ExonQuality and IntronQuality reject exceptionally long introns. GeneGenerator contains a prototype of such a function: ReduceStructures. However, more efficient code is generated if score maximization is implemented into the second-level control functions ExonQuality, IntronQuality and TerminalQuality, too. A k-vector keeping the k best scores for the currently processed partial gene structures can be used to avoid adding low-quality structures to the structure sets which would be removed again by the next call of ReduceStructures.
Additive target functions on the nucleotide level may be maximized in more efficient ways. However, note that the partial structures represented by CDS strings end at different sequence positions upstream of the current position z that GeneGenerator considers at some stage of the prediction process. Therefore, all partial structures of a subset E p or I p must be evaluated up to sequence position z before comparison of scores. Additional care is needed for exon structures. The sequence position z is not assigned the same frame for all structures in a considered set E p because p refers to the frame that the last incomplete exon starts with. Therefore, structures of each set E p must be divided further into three respective subsets, and the best structures of each set must be retained. Although this appears to be more work, the number of structures to keep no longer grows with sequence length and the algorithm works in linear time. Constraints on the segmental level, such as minimal length or quality values for exons and introns, are not allowed in this implementation. An example for this type of function ReduceStructures is also available. More generally, GeneGenerator supports the selection of favorable gene structures by allowing one to update a user-defined number of scores from within all secondlevel control functions. These scores are carried along with the CDS strings. Hence, vector dynamic programming as proposed by Gelfand et al. (1996) may also be implemented.
Example of control functions
Here we discuss the implementation of quite simple control functions used to establish a baseline performance of the algorithm.
Level 1. We use the logitlinear models for splice site prediction previously described in Kleffe et al. (1996a) . The predictions are based on the two variables of (i) degree of matching to the splice site consensus and (ii) local compositional contrast of exon and intron sequence flanks. No consideration is given to predicted splice site strength. Rather, the functions DonorQuality and AcceptorQuality return 'true' for all potential splice sites exceeding the minimal score observed for the real sites in the training set. A logitlinear model was also used to qualify start signal selection by the function StartQuality. Choosing the six nucleotides upstream of the AUG signal as variables, and estimating parameters from 46 maize and 128 Arabidopsis sequences (from Kleffe et al., 1996a) , the model allows the user to reject ∼40% of the false sites without overlooking any true site. The function StopQuality returns 'true' for all termination codons found.
Level 2. The functions ExonQuality, IntronQuality and TerminalQuality were based on Markov models as described previously (e.g. Kleffe et al., 1996b) . Let p k be the probability of a given sequence segment being an exon in frame k (k = 1, 2 or 3), and let p I be the probability of the segment being an intron. For a potential exon in frame k, ExonQuality and TerminalQuality return 'true' if p k > p I , and 'false' otherwise. Similarly, IntronQuality returns 'true' if p I > p k , where k is the appropriate frame of the sequence segment if it were to extend the foregoing exon. An additional requirement was set for a minimum length of four nucleotides for exons and 64 nucleotides for introns. There are considerable problems with fitting frame-dependent Markov models to coding regions of a training sample as small as that for maize. For higher orders, many words of length 6, say, are not observed at all in this set. We therefore estimated models of orders 3, 4 and 5 from word counts supplemented with pseudocounts as described in Lawrence et al. (1993) . The Appendix gives more detail.
Level 3. The function ReduceStructures, which ranks all CDS strings in a given list, was set to calculate the log-likelihood ratio statistic:
where m is the number of gene segments S j (exons and introns), p(S j ) denotes the probability of S j using the exon and intron models as appropriate, and q(S j ) denotes the probability of S j based on a mixed Markov model that does not distinguish exons and introns. The latter model was derived from word counts over the entire sequences including exons, introns and intergenic regions. The function ReduceStructures was set up to make GeneGenerator find the 40 best structures by dynamic programming using segmental constraints.
Refinement of structure predictions
Because the output of GeneGenerator consists of a set of alternative structures rather than a single structure prediction, interpretation of the results involves a problem of choice. In the case where GeneGenerator was set up to maximize a target function, one can simply choose the top-scoring structure as the predicted gene. The performance of GeneGenerator will then only depend on the implementation of control functions and is measured by the distance of the top-scoring structure prediction to the correct structure. However, we recommend careful review of at least some alternative structure predictions based on as much additional biological insight as available. Such a scrutiny need not be a simple formal procedure because there is only a small set of structures to be considered. For example, the predicted protein sequences should be queried against protein databases, and predicted exons and partially spliced potential mRNAs may be compared with ESTs and cDNA. With such applications in mind, it is also interesting to study the potential performance of GeneGenerator as measured by the minimum distance to the correct structure taken over all alternative predictions remaining after refinement. The following rather simple formal refinement algorithm for the structures generated by using the control functions described above was used with some success.
(i) The program calculates the number of codons for each structure prediction and cancels all predictions for which this number is less than half the number obtained for the top-scoring structure. This selection mainly removes high-scoring single open reading frames. (ii) All structure predictions with a target score less than half the maximum score are excluded. (iii) The remaining structures are categorized by their number of exons, and the resulting subsets are screened individually. Each subset of structures with more than two exons is scanned for local splice site optimality.
The structure with the largest number of locally best splice sites is retained, but other structures with the number of locally optimal splice sites less than the number of exons are removed. Then, the strength of splice sites is compared across structures and those with the first donor site, say, scoring less than half of the best first donor site are removed. All splice sites are treated in turn. The remaining structures are sorted for their target scores and form the refined set of predictions which, again, can be evaluated by measuring the distances of the top-scoring or best structure to the correct one.
Implementation
GeneGenerator runs under Borland-Pascal 7.0 using MS-DOS. The source code is available from the first author upon request. GeneGenerator is based on the Pascal unit DNAS-TAT for the statistical analysis of DNA and protein sequences (Kleffe et al., 1995) , and equipped with many functions to form and interpret CDS strings which are useful for developing control functions and refinement algorithms for gene prediction. (A version for UNIX work stations and written in C is now also available).
Gene collections
Genomic sequences from Zea mays were retrieved from GenBank and compiled into a specific, non-redundant database as described in Kleffe et al. (1996a) . Table 1 summarizes the considered set of 46 maize genes, comprising a total of 250 exons and 204 introns. For three donor sites (MZETRNMU intron 2, MZKN1GENE intron 1, ZMU09989 intron 6), GC occurs in place of the consensus GU. These particular GC sites qualify well by formal application of the criterion implemented in the function DonorQuality, but considering each GC site a potential donor leads to an enormous increase in false-positive predictions. There are currently not enough data on such sites to allow specific training of GC donor splice site models. Therefore, we simply changed these three sites to the usual GU consensus in order not to lose the entire sequences for our investigations.
Prediction of gene structures
To set a baseline performance, it is interesting to investigate how well the simple implementation of GeneGenerator is able to recover the 46 considered maize genes. In practical applications, the program is applied to sequences with unknown gene annotation, i.e. to sequences which were not used to form Markov models for exons and introns. This situation is simulated here by removing a given sequence from the training sample and subsequent prediction of its gene structure using Markov models estimated from the reduced set of sequences. These models differ from sequence to se-quence and are referred to as cross-validation models. The model derived from all 46 maize and 128 Arabidopsis sequences is called a non-cross-validation model. While the cross-validation models more accurately represent the expected performance of the algorithm on truly novel sequences, we consider the results from the non-cross-validation model a reasonable approximation to the expected performance of the algorithm when a much larger training set becomes available. We therefore present results from both approaches and begin with a discussion of three typical examples. Table 2 . The top 10 structures predicted for sequence ZMBPA1 along with the log likelihood ratio score, LLR, and the correlation CC with the true structure (calculated as in Burset and Guigó, 1996 Figure 1 ). Perfect estimation corresponds to CC=1.00. The picture shows the correct structure and all splice site locations occurring in the above structures. Arrows from the top indicate donor sites and arrows from below correspond to acceptor sites. Arrow lengths are proportional to the roots of splice site strength measured by the functions DonorQuality and AcceptorQuality. Table 2 ). The gene for the A subunit of maize chloroplast glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase consists of four exons that are contained in the first half of the 6.4 kb GenBank entry ZMGPA1. Table 2 displays the 10 best-scoring gene structure predictions for both cross-validation and non-cross-validation models. In either case, the true structure scores highest. Interestingly, the scores are considerably increased for the non-cross-validation model. Including the considered sequence into the training set increases the probabilities assigned to all of its words. The closer a predicted structure is to the true one, the more words are scored by increased probabilities, leading to the observed higher scores. Structures which have little in common with the true one benefit less from the model change and receive smaller scores.
Gpa1 (
Opaque-2 gene (Table 3) . Table 3 gives the equivalent data for the GenBank entry ZMOPA2. The true gene structure scores best for the non-cross-validation model, but does not score among the 10 best structures for the cross-validation model. In the latter case, the correct intron 5 is rejected by our IntronQuality control function. Reducing second-level control functions to check the minimal length requirements for exons and introns, only, the correct gene structure is found at position 18 in the list of highest scoring gene structures.
Sucrose synthetase gene (Table 4 ). This example illustrates the problem of combinatorial explosion due to alternative splice site pairings. Cross-validation or not, the highest scoring structures derive from the combinations of two alternatives each for exons 5, 9 and 15, as shown in Table 4 . For the non-cross-validation model, the correct structure scores best, whereas for the crossvalidation model it gives the eleventh highest score. Given the tight range of the best scores, one can hardly expect a simple objective function to be universally successful in assigning the optimal score to the correct gene structure.
Overall performance
The foregoing examples indicate the sensitivity of gene prediction to parameter estimation and implementation of control functions. It is also evident from the summary statistics given in Table 5 . Each line of this table presents averages of performance measures (see Burset and Guigó, 1996 ; Figure  1 ) over our 46 maize sequences for different settings of algorithm options. We distinguish order of Markov models (3, 4 or 5), cross-validation or non-cross-validation (Y or N), and two ways of selecting the gene prediction from the 40 or fewer top-scoring alternatives GeneGenerator has provided (T, B). The first choice (T) is the top-scoring prediction. The second choice (B), called best, is one that one does not actually have in gene-finding applications. It tells how well gene prediction would work if we were able to identify from the list of gene predictions the one with the highest correlation coefficient (CC) to the correct structure. In other words, it gives the upper bounds for performance given the set of predictions to choose from. Evidently, the values given in Table  5 show plenty of space for improvement by a second level of scrutiny which would ideally incorporate as much biological insight as available. These potential improvements underline the importance of gene prediction methods which provide sets of alternative and suboptimal solutions.
Refined gene prediction
The described version of GeneGenerator does not distinguish between high-and low-scoring splice sites provided they score above the qualifying threshold. However, it is reasonable to favor among similarly scoring gene predictions those which involve higher scoring splice sites. This approach is aptly illustrated by inspection of the drawings in Table 2 -4. For example, the alternative intron 3 for Gpa1 (Table 2) extending from positions 2515 to 2663 gives a similar score for the donor site (0.07 versus 0.06 for the true site at 2534), but a much worse score for the acceptor site (0.001 versus 0.33 for the true site at 2652). The correct initial exon is bounded by a very strong donor site (score 0.93), whereas the alternative initial exon 1287-1445 is delimited by a very poor donor site (score 0.01). Similar considerations apply to the other examples. In particular, intron 5 of the opaque-2 gene (Table 3) , which in the cross-validation study was discarded due to poor intron quality, features very strong splice sites (donor score 0.99, acceptor score 0.94) and is a certain prediction on the basis of splice site quality. For the sucrose synthetase gene (Table 4) , the alternative assignments of exons 5 and 15 clearly involve worse splice site selections, and alternatives for exon 9 can be limited to the true assignment of an acceptor site at 4571 (score 0.13) or a downstream site at 4604 (same score). In addition, most structures in Table 4 have a two-codon terminal exon which is rarely seen. Rejecting all structures with lower scoring splice sites brings the correct structure into the leading position. The simple refinement algorithm described in the previous section was developed from such considerations and brings the best solutions on top of the lists for all examples discussed in Table  2 -4. Summary results for the refined sets of gene structure predictions are given in Table 6 . They indicate that the proposed way of selecting structures improves average performance. It is, however, unlikely to work well in each individual case. A variety of supplementary features may have to be invoked to give more accurate predictions (e.g. presence of branch point or other motifs). However, because the number of structures to choose from is smaller, it may be easier to reach the performance of the B-option shown in Table 6 . After refinement, we have on average five structures to chose from, while we had 38 before refinement. Table 5 . GeneGenerator performance for 46 maize genes listed in Table 1 . The parameter settings are coded into the string 'option' as order of the Markov models (3, 4, 5), cross-validation or non-cross-validation conditions (Y, N) and choice of prediction (T, top scoring; B, best). Columns 2-4 provide average sensitivity, specificity and correlation for the prediction of coding nucleotides. Columns 5-8 present average sensitivity and specificity for the prediction of exons and introns as defined in Burset and Guigó (1996) 
Performance on an independent test sample
Fourteen new maize sequences with 69 exons were compiled from GenBank, and GeneGenerator was applied to each of them using the model trained on the previous set of 46 sequences. The results are given in Table 7 and show increased error rates. The control functions DonorQuality and AcceptorQuality both reject two true sites, one in each of the sequences with GenBank identifiers ZMCYTP450, ZMDNAFER1, ZMU44773 and ZMY09238. The refined sets of structure predictions using fifth-order Markov models contain the correct solution six times in the top position and two times at the bottom in positions 5 and 7, respectively. In four of the six remaining cases, the closest to correct structures score best among the generated alternatives.
Discussion
Usually, results of gene prediction are presented in terms of sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP) and correlation (CC), as given in Table 5 . For the top-scoring prediction under crossvalidation conditions, our method reaches a reliable average correlation of 0.85 for third-order Markov models and 0.91 for fifth-order models. However, even with this impressive correlation at the nucleotide level, in many cases the predicted gene structures are not entirely correct. In terms of correctly predicted exon bounds, sensitivity and specificity decrease to 0.75 and 0.72, respectively. In terms of correctly predicted complete genes, only 30 of the 46 maize genes can be found in the lists of the 10 best-scoring structures provided by GeneGenerator, and only 20 are found at the top of these lists. Some improvement was demonstrated by inspection of alternative structures in terms of splice site quality, but further progress must come from the incorporation of supplementary features like comparisons with libraries of ESTs and cDNAs. For this, it is very important to have a choice of structure predictions as provided by GeneGenerator. By the B-options in Table 5 , we have demonstrated how much gene prediction would improve if a proper scrutiny of alternative predictions were able to locate the candidate named best structure that is closest to the correct structure. Such scrutiny may use a complex algorithm incorporating alignments because it evaluates only a small number of alternatives. For our data, it would find 32 genes completely correct and would improve both exon sensitivity and exon specificity, to 0.90 and 0.88, respectively (see line 10 of Table 5 ). Application of our simple yet imperfect refinement program to the generated structures produced 29 correct solutions in top-scoring position and 30 correct structures among the top 10. It mostly brings more correct structures on top of the lists (see the improved results in Table 6 for the T-option), but also causes loss of the best structure in a few cases so that the B-option results in Table 6 are not as good as in Table 5 .
The main advantage of GeneGenerator is the possibility to change control functions easily so that appropriate versions can be applied to each particular problem, possibly in combination with programs for the prediction of regulatory signals and gene location. In the best case of such a combination, we could assume start and stop locations to be known and use GeneGenerator to construct the best structures which extend exactly between these two signals. In such applications, the functions ExonQuality and IntronQuality may be turned off because the number of possible structures is so much smaller. Using fifth-order cross-validation models, the correct structure scored top for 22 sequences and was found among the top 10 in 38 cases. This shows the potential for and the limitation of improving GeneGenerator by more qualified start and stop signal prediction. Also, running GeneGenerator with different sets of control functions on the same sequence may provide new insights. Fickett and Tung (1992) reviewed and compared 13 measures for the coding potential of sequence fragments. Genes with many exons also seem to require the calculation of more than only a few top-scoring structures. Two versions for each of four different splice sites make 16 different structures which may differ little in target value, as seen in Table 4 . In such cases, it seems more promising to use a function ReduceStructures which keeps representatives of subsets of similar structures.
The more complex a gene predictor is, the more effort is required to train the algorithm. In effect, gene prediction programs are not available for most species. Good species-independent predictors are not yet known, but the training of our simple version of GeneGenerator is not difficult. Easy-to-use training programs for our control functions are available. We derived successful Markov models for maize exons and introns by modification of Arabidopsis models, and suggest that this method of parameter estimation may also be applicable to other small training samples.
where W 2 is the dinucleotide preceding base B, n(W 2 , B) is the count of triplets (W 2 ,B), n(W 2 ) is the count of dinucleotide W 2 , and N is the sum of n(W 2 ) over all dinucleotides W 2 . Note that the second-order transition probabilities are stop codon sensitive, a property which is carried over to all higher order Markov models.
Parameter estimates for higher order Markov models were derived as described in the following for the case of fifthorder models. Estimates based on a count of n pentamers were supplemented with n Ǹ pseudocounts. Thus, the probability of base B given it is preceded by pentamer W 5 and dimer W 2 was set to:
and the initial probability for pentamer W 5 ending in dimer W 2 was set to:
n(W 5 ) (3) In spite of the pseudocount approach, these models still change notably upon excluding one of the 46 maize sequences from the training set because each sequence in this limited set contributes significantly to the small counts n(W 5 , B) of hexamers and n(W 5 ) of pentamers. We therefore considered stabilized Markov models by utilizing word counts from 128 Arabidopsis sequences. In this case, the probability of base B given it is preceded by pentamer W 5 and dimer W 2 is:
where ȍ B n A (W 5 , B) ) ȍ B n M (W 5 , B) , and the initial probability for pentamer W 5 ending in dimer W 2 is:
where N + ȍ W 5 n A (W 5 ) ) ȍ W 5 n M (W 5 ). The suffixes A and M stand for Arabidopsis and maize, respectively. The effect of each maize sequence on the Markov model is now reduced, but, on the other hand, the model is biased due to the incorporation of Arabidopsis sequences which differ from maize in G + C content.
